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About This Game

"Typing Game" is a perfect indie game to train typing. It is very easy to understand how it works, and the way in which the
game is construed is very easy to get used to.

When you enter "Typing Game" you have to select a difficulty before you start. You have 3 different difficulty levels, easy,
normal and difficult. In addition, each level of difficulty corresponds to a different background, changing the setting of the

game.
Inside the game, you will see how several words go down, the only thing you have to do is write them and hold as much as

possible. But there are several rules:

-There is a line of danger that unwritten words can not pass, each game can allow you to pass a word, if there is a second word
that passes, you lose the game.

-When you write the first letter of a word, you will see how this word lights up blue, and from there you can only write that
word, any letter of another word that you are seeing will not count. So you must decide why to go first without going over the
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danger line.

Also, the words that appear are random, you will never play an equal level in this game, also those words are adjusted to the
level of difficulty.

What to expect:

-Random generated gameplay

-3 difficulty levels

-Perfect game to practice typing in the simplest way

How to play:

-Use your mouse to navigate through menu and use your keyboard to play.

To move trough menu, you have to click right click while moving.
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Title: Typing game
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Garnudo Games
Publisher:
Garnudo Games
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2018
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Well done

10/10. Great game for when you just want your pony ♥♥♥♥♥ destroyed by a big strong stallion.. It's a very cool game, if you
don't know what to do, just play Serious Sam 2 . I would recommend !. This game taught me how to jump like professional..
Okay,I am absolutely thrilled with this title.The sound design is Creepy,the atmosphere is Creepy,the"melted mannequins" are
Creepy....uh...the GAME is creepy....especially for an individual title.Very small team with very talented artists.Considering it is
made with Unity they should get a Academy Award for the lack of bugs on MY system.The lighting and the story are spot on as
far as I am concerned....well done guys....well done!Just a note...the Volkswagen sized bugs are a bit much... ;) I HAAAATE
BUGS !. I like horror games like Outlast, Layers of Fear - yes even Daylight is one of my favorites. This game really moved me
to request a refund because of all these glitches, terrible controls and crashes during gameplay.

Developer stated they fixed rendering errors and many other problems with the game - but not for me. You cannot really set up
the controls. There is no option for e.g. toggling between pressing or holding the crouch key. You have to hold that crouch key
all the time while you crouch. If you have no gamer keyboard there could be some "ghosting" because you have to press so
many buttons at a tome. So guess what you have quicktime events. I had to press "W" (walk)+"Shift" (run) + "E" (you have to
press that because of the QTE) and Ctrl (crouch) Even my Razer keyboard said NO,NO please stop pressing so hard!!!! Please
not another key!!!

Also jumping is hilarious. It doesn´t even look like the player jumps over an obstacle - NO! The player is like hover right
through desks, beds or whatever you have to jump over.

The enemies (I only saw that guy - naked from the waist up wielding a knive ) are hovering through objects too. That is stupid.
Why doesn´t this guy even wear a shirt? Why is he walking (or hovering) like a snail??? Why is the player walking like in
slowmo? Why does running feels like walking in Outlast? Why are the sounds suddenly break up and you hear nothing not even
your footsteps?? Sometimes the game is blocking your view because you suddenly see your head or arm or whatever in front of
you which is really weird and distracting.

Guys I really don´t wanna sell it short but this game is technically bad, really really bad - exept the grapics because the game is
powered by Unity engine. The tutorial was interesting had nice atmosphere but after that I got hooked.... NOT!

If you like horror games and you don´t have Outlast, Daylight, Layers of Fear, Resident Evil 0 or Resident Evil HD Remaster.
This is the better choice and worth the money!

. Not really helping much for someone who hasn't learned basic Japanese before since there's no teaching stages. You won't
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actually be taught Japanese. The description is misleading.

Also not really useful for someone who's already good with basic Japanese because you won't learn new stuffs.

This is for people who wants to practice their memories on Hiraganas, Katakanas and some basic Kanjis.. Great game! puzzles
arent incredibly dificult but will make you think for solutions!. awesome game! fun to play andd very chill vibe. the story that
that you get while playing is a story that is very relatable to people. and i hope others enjoy this as mych as i do. cant wait for the
next game from this developer.. A fantastic yuri game.. I love playing these click and do games. It's essentially a game that's not
hard for any age but stops boredom as it gives you goals. I first played this on Big Fish and decided to get it on here as I found it
to be enjoyable enough to re-play.
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Fantastic game!!
I played for 4 hours last night until I got stuck trying to find the cross and the sock. Currently out of food and batteries but I
know that if I continue on I will find the items! It only crashed once for me when I first entered the swamps but I luckily saved
just before that. I'm so excited for the end of this game and I hope to see more games from the devs in the future. Thank you so
much!!

p.s. I squealed in happiness when I saw the green and red sweater ;). This is actually a pretty decent platformer. Whilst it looks
simple, it\u2019s full of quirky details and clever humour \u2013 easily one of the strangest games I\u2019ve played in a while.
The characters are cute especially the fox.. Had this game on my 360 and loved it. There is really nothing like it out there. It isnt
mind blowing fun but a good time for a history buff that allows you to fly these planes and command these ships (that all feel
exactly the same) in the second world war.

Give it a go. You wont regret it.. Frontlines used to be very fun. It has the spirit of Battlefield 2 with the fun of Bad Company 2.
Despite this the loss of the master server last year renders the multiplayer unusable. Single player is just a bot match really. So
unless nordic games revives this gem I can't recommend it.. A nostalgic trip back to the RPG days of yore. For $8 I was suprised
with what I got but what you get is good if you enjoyed games like Kings Field.

Combat is your choice of 3 weapons and spells (you find more along the way if you explore) with a thrust\/sweep\/overhead
melee attack.Takes a few encounters to get a feel for how to engauge and dance around a foe but after that you will be a master
at it.

Lots of item drops to the point you will not know what to do with all your potions, gold, food and junk. finding the right balance
to hold and drop gives a more realistic feel to the doungen dive though hope is had in future updates more trade
features\/encounters will be added.

A good way to spend an even enjoying a simple but fun and very nostalgic game.. I'll keep it short:

+ Nice new civs, adds even more variety to this timeless classic.
+ Interesting new units.
+ Fully voiced campaign.
+ New and improved AI.

o I am not sure abot this new AI, I've see an army of 50 monks attack my castle, some of the enemy AI was doing f*** all
during one of my skimrishes.
o My villagers are white when playing as the African civs... plus their monks are European too! I'm certain there will be mods
for that though.

Overall, a great addon! Recommend!. Each one of the four new campaigns is unique in setting and objectives and is fun to play.
This addon is also a must buy if you plan to try some custom mods since the majority of them are made for it.. On first glance, I
bought this game based on the graphics, characters and the lot. To my conclusion, it is of sheer delight.

The Crown of Leaves is breathtaking. The characters and the world are interesting. It draws you in and makes you crave for
more of the story as there are choices that would lead on future outcome. At the moment, I just finish chapter one and that they
are three more that are in progress. Puzzles are minimal, but suspected as it is just only chapter one.

If I have to add something bad about it is that the game is short and difficult to understand. Especially when it came to the end.
There is some notes that you could read about the characters, items and the world so that is a plus.

Is it worth a buy? Yep. It is. And that I will keep an eye on this one.
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